trace elements and dissolves 100 per cent in water.

The Rudy-Patrick Company carries Penncross creeping bentgrass for greens, fairways and tees.

**ACCESSORIES**

Container Development Corp. features Lewis Line Golf Equipment, including the GF20 Turfmaster precision cup cutter. Also tee markers, flags and poles, ball washers.

Coursigns, Inc., will display plastic signs and stakes.

Dewey-Carter Sign Systems Company. Instant, low-cost sign making kit for golf course advertising.

S.B. Dunlop Enterprises introduces Shagmaster golf ball retriever. New concept, based on principle of rotating drums, uses modular plastic pegs as teeth.

Fore-Par Mfg. Company features permanent tee monuments; Tee Towels, heavy nine-ounce towels personalized with the club’s emblem.

Mercury Products Corp., features a non-corrosive, plastic chain, in colors, for golf courses.

Mr. Chain, Div. of M-R Products, Inc., features hazard markers, tee markers, plastic chain, posts, fencing for car paths and flower beds.

Par Aide Products Company carries a complete line of golf course greens and tee equipment, including ball washers, benches, flagpoles and flags, tee markers and cups.

Plasti-Chain Corp. carries Estate Fencing, post and chain. Made of easy-care polymer.

Shur-Way Development Company, Inc., features the Divot-Fixer for repairing ball marks. The tool repairs 12 ball marks a minute and forces new grass and roots from around the injured area into the center to hide the ball mark. Tool can double as a hand aerator.

Standard Mfg. Company presents an eight-foot configured aluminum tournament flag pole in yellow. The Professional hole cutter features replaceable chrome-plated cutting shell, which can be removed easily for sharpening by three recessed screws.

**OTHER**

Advanced Drainage Systems, Inc., makes corrugated plastic drainage tubing. Also Drain Guard, a corrugated plastic tubing combined with a nylon screen. Designed specifically to hold back sand particles.

The Davey Tree Expert Company, complete tree service organization, distributing Davey Tree Food and Lawn Food.

March Irrigation and Supply Company. Display photos of its engineering and contracting work.

Mid-State Bolt and Nut Company offers more than 25,000 fasteners for repairing golf course equipment. Made with zinc and gold chromate.

R&R Products manufactures high carbon, heat treated replacement blades for Ryan aerators and sod cutters.

The Toro Company’s Game Time introduces The Circle Eight panelized buildings for course garage or pro shop. Available in two sizes: 32 feet in diameter with 800 square feet, and 40 feet with 1,200 square feet. Assembled as single unit or as connecting modules. They are adaptable to heating, air conditioning, and plumbing.

Hancor, Inc., subsidiary of Hancock Brick & Tile Company, features two-inch Turf-flow Corrugated Plastic Drainage Tubing and fittings for golf course greens, tees, sand traps and fairways.

Kirchdorfer Irrigation, Inc., is a contractor of golf course irrigation systems, particularly automatic multi-row design.

Lake Shore Equipment and Supply Company. Carries a complete line of replacement parts for maintenance and irrigation equipment.

Larchmont Engineering and Irrigation is a consultant on use and installation of pumping stations and irrigation systems.

Yankee Engineering Company